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Abstract

NAFLD is estimated to affect up to one third of the general population and is a major predisposing factor in the pathogenesis of hepatic insulin resistance, NASH, and T2D. While weight loss is highly effective at reversing NAFLD, insulin resistance and T2D, it is difficult to achieve and sustain; therefore, new therapies are urgently required. Our lab has recently developed a controlled-release mitochondrial protonophore (CRMP) that is functionally liver-targeted and promotes oxidation of hepatic triglycerides by promoting a subtle sustained increase in hepatic mitochondrial inefficiency. While we have previously demonstrated that CRMP safely reverses hypertriglyceridemia, fatty liver, and hepatic inflammation/fibrosis in diet-induced rodent models of obesity, there remains a critical need to assess the safety and efficacy in a model highly relevant to humans. Here, we evaluated the safety and impact of chronic CRMP treatment on hepatic mitochondrial oxidation and on the reversal of hypertriglyceridemia, NAFLD, and insulin resistance in two nonhuman primate models of metabolic syndrome. Using Positional Isotopomer NMR Tracer Analysis (PINTA), we demonstrate that acute CRMP treatment (single dose of 5 mg/Kg) increases rates of hepatic mitochondrial fat oxidation by 40%. Importantly, 6-weeks of CRMP treatment significantly reduced hepatic triglycerides in both nonhuman primate models independently of changes in body weight, food intake, body temperature or adverse reactions.
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CRMP treatment was also associated with a significant 20–30% reduction in fasting plasma triglycerides and LDL-C in spontaneously obese dysmetabolic nonhuman primates. Furthermore, oral administration of CRMP significantly reduced endogenous glucose production by 18%, which could be attributed to a ~20% reduction in hepatic acetyl-CoA content (as assessed by whole-body \( ^{13} \)OHB turnover) and pyruvate carboxylase flux. Collectively, these studies provide proof-of-concept data to support the development of novel liver-targeted mitochondrial uncouplers for the treatment of NAFLD/NASH and T2D in humans.

**One sentence summary:**
Liver-targeted mitochondrial uncoupling improves dyslipidemia and reduces hepatic triglyceride content in obese nonhuman primates.

**INTRODUCTION**

Caloric excess and a sedentary lifestyle have led to the global epidemic of obesity and metabolic syndrome (1), the hepatic consequence of which, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), is estimated to affect up to one-third of the adult population in Western nations (2). This spectrum of liver disease is characterized by excessive cytoplasmic retention of triglycerides (3) and ranges from simple steatosis to nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (4). As the rates of obesity continue to rise, NAFLD has become the most common cause of liver disease worldwide (2, 5). Additionally, NAFLD increases the risk for developing insulin resistance, type 2 diabetes (T2D) and cardiovascular disease (CVD) (6–8).

Although the relationship between NAFLD and insulin resistance is complex and bidirectional (9), a substantial body of evidence in rodents and humans supports the role of ectopic lipid accumulation leading to impaired insulin action in the liver and skeletal muscle (10–16). In line with this, short-term caloric restriction reduces NAFLD and ectopic lipid accumulation and normalizes insulin sensitivity in rodent models of obesity and T2D (17). Indeed, lifestyle modifications remain the cornerstone of NAFLD and T2D management, with moderate weight reductions (<10%) causing a significant decrease in hepatic fat content and improvements in hepatic insulin sensitivity in T2D patients (18). Despite this, in many individuals these modifications cannot be implemented successfully or durably and new pharmacological agents are needed.

Liver-targeted mitochondrial uncoupling has recently gained attention as a potential therapeutic approach to increase hepatic fat oxidation and combat the life- and health-limiting consequences of NAFLD and T2D (19). Mitochondrial uncouplers (e.g. 2,4-dinitrophenol, DNP) shuttle protons across the inner mitochondrial membrane via a pathway that is independent of ATP synthase, thereby uncoupling nutrient oxidation from ATP production (20). DNP has been known to increase metabolic rates since the late 1800s and was an effective and widely used weight loss drug in the 1930s (21–24). Unfortunately, chronic ingestion of DNP is associated with a number of unwanted side effects, including fatal hyperthermia and death, and was banned by the FDA in 1938 due to its low therapeutic index (25). Nonetheless, given its ability to abrogate the development of NAFLD and
hepatic insulin resistance in rats by promoting oxidation of hepatic triglycerides (26), we investigated whether DNP could be pharmacologically manipulated to improve its safety margin. In this regard, we recently developed a liver-targeted form of DNP (DNPME), as well as a version of DNP with lower peak plasma concentrations and sustained release pharmacokinetics (controlled-release mitochondrial protonophore, CRMP) and showed that these modified forms of DNP safely reverse hypertriglyceridemia, fatty liver, steatohepatitis and liver fibrosis in rodent models of NAFLD/NASH and T2D without inducing hyperthermia and associated hepatic/systemic toxicities (27–29). While these studies suggest that mitochondrial protonophores may be a novel therapy for the major components of metabolic syndrome, their therapeutic utility for the treatment of NAFLD and T2D in a model highly relevant to humans remains unknown. For example, rodents do not typically develop spontaneous diabetes and many are resistant to the development of diet-induced obesity-mediated T2D, even though they develop all symptoms of metabolic syndrome (30). Therefore, we aimed to determine the safety and efficacy of CRMP treatment (6 weeks) on the reversal of hypertriglyceridemia, NAFLD, and insulin resistance in diet-induced and spontaneous nonhuman primate models of metabolic syndrome, which develop all clinical features of diabetes, including obesity, insulin resistance, dyslipidemia and pancreatic pathology similar to humans. We hypothesized that CRMP treatment would reverse NAFLD and improve insulin sensitivity in obese nonhuman primates due to subtle sustained increases in rates of hepatic mitochondrial oxidation.

RESULTS

CRMP Reverses NAFLD in High-Fat Fructose Fed Cynomolgus Monkeys

To determine whether CRMP could safely and effectively reverse NAFLD in a relevant nonhuman primate model of fatty liver and insulin resistance (31, 32), we performed a pilot study in 6 high-fat fructose fed Cynomolgus monkeys. Briefly, Cynomolgus monkeys were fed a high-fat diet, along with fructose supplementation (in which 35% of calories were from fat) for 1 year. Following a baseline characterization, monkeys were treated with CRMP (0.8 mg/Kg body weight b.i.d.) for 6 weeks, at which point plasma and liver samples were collected under general anesthesia. Clinical chemistry and body temperature were also assessed throughout the course of the study to ensure animals remained in good health. A dose of 0.8 mg/Kg (b.i.d) was chosen based on previous pharmacokinetic studies which demonstrated that 0.8 mg/Kg CRMP treatment resulted in peak plasma DNP (the active moiety of CRMP) concentrations of 10–15 µM (Figure S1A). We have previously established that this is well below the lower plasma concentration threshold for DNP toxicity in rodents (~400 µmol/L), and slightly above the concentration needed to promote a sustained increase in hepatic mitochondrial fat oxidation (5 µmol/L) (27, 28). Importantly 6-weeks of CRMP treatment was not associated with any appreciable differences in body temperature [a known on-target side-effect of DNP (33)], blood pressure, heart rate, or food intake (Figure S1B–E). Consistent with our rodent studies, chronic CRMP treatment also showed a strong tendency to lower fasting plasma glucose concentrations (P = 0.15) and significantly reduced endogenous glucose production (P=0.05), without altering body weight (Figure 1B–D; Figure S1F). Interestingly, while CRMP had no effect on fasting plasma triglycerides in this fructose-supplemented NHP model of metabolic syndrome (Figure 1E),
CRMP significantly increased plasma total cholesterol concentrations ($P=0.02$), which could be attributed to increases in HDL-cholesterol (HDL-C) (Figure 1F–H). Furthermore, there were no significant differences observed in the plasma AST, BUN or creatinine after chronic CRMP treatment (Figure 1I–L), indicating that 6-weeks of CRMP does not adversely affect liver or kidney function. Importantly, 6-weeks of CRMP treatment significantly reduced hepatic steatosis ($P=0.04$) in high-fat fructose fed Cynomolgus monkeys, as evidenced by the 30% reduction in hepatic triglyceride content (Figure 1M). Taken together, these data demonstrate that chronic CRMP treatment can safely and effectively reverse NAFLD in a diet-induced nonhuman primate model of fatty liver and insulin resistance.

**Tolerability of CRMP in Dysmetabolic Rhesus Monkeys**

We next determined the tolerability of CRMP in a larger spontaneous nonhuman primate model of NAFLD and T2D (34). To this end, two dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys were administered daily escalating doses of CRMP (1, 5, 10, and 25 mg/Kg CRMP) in banana mash (Figure S2A). Importantly, no significant differences in body temperature were detected throughout the study and both animals remained in good health (Figure S2B). We then examined the pharmacokinetic properties of CRMP after each dose. As shown in Figure S2C–D, oral dosing of CRMP (1–25 mg/Kg) led to peak plasma concentrations of 8–140 µmol/L DNP. Importantly, no changes in plasma AST, ALT, BUN or creatinine were observed at any dose of CRMP tested (Figure S2E–H), demonstrating that daily escalating doses of CRMP were well-tolerated in Rhesus monkeys.

**CRMP Reduces Plasma and Hepatic Lipids in Dysmetabolic Rhesus Monkeys**

To assess the safety and efficacy of 6-week CRMP treatment on rates of hepatic mitochondrial oxidation and the reversal of hypertriglyceridemia, NAFLD and insulin resistance in a highly relevant human model of metabolic syndrome, we performed a randomized control trial in spontaneously obese dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys treated with 5 mg/(Kg-day) CRMP ($n=12$) or vehicle control ($n=6$) for six weeks (Figure 1A), a dose that leads to peak plasma DNP concentrations of 20–40 µmol/L and is effective at acutely increasing rates of hepatic mitochondrial oxidation (citrate synthase flux, $V_{cs}$) (Figure S3A–C; Figure 1B). As shown in Figure 2C–E, CRMP treatment significantly reduced total fat mass ($P=0.001$), independently of changes in body weight or lean mass. Nonhuman primates treated with CRMP also displayed a 30% reduction in plasma triglyceride concentrations (Figure 2F), and a significant reduction in plasma total cholesterol ($P=0.00002$), which could be attributed to a 30% reduction in VLDL-C and LDL-C concentrations; plasma HDL-C concentrations were unchanged (Figure 2G–J). Importantly, no apparent toxicity was associated with 6-week CRMP treatment as shown by the clinical chemistries and blood counts, which remained within normal limits throughout the study (Figure 2K–N; Table S1). Additionally, the hepatic GSH/GSSG ratio and protein carbonylation, markers of oxidative stress (35, 36), were not significantly altered after 6-weeks of CRMP treatment (Figure S4A–B).

**CRMP Reduces Hepatic Triglycerides in Dysmetabolic Rhesus Monkeys**

Spontaneously obese, dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys often display hepatic histopathologic changes (fatty liver, inflammation, and fibrosis) that eventually progress to NAFLD/NASH.
To evaluate the effect of CRMP treatment on hepatic steatosis, we measured the triglyceride content in liver biopsies from animals at baseline and after 6-weeks of CRMP treatment. Surprisingly, hepatic steatosis was not prominent in dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys at baseline (Figure 3A, mean triglyceride content ≤ 25 mg/g liver); nonetheless, CRMP did significantly reduce hepatic triglycerides by ~30% (P=0.05, Figure 3A). Given the key role of ectopic lipids in promoting hepatic insulin resistance (26, 37), we next examined the effect of daily oral CRMP treatment on whole-body glucose metabolism and insulin resistance. While CRMP tended to reduce fasting plasma insulin concentrations and HOMA-IR, plasma glucose concentrations were unaltered (Figure 3B–D). Furthermore, no significant differences were observed in plasma glucose or insulin concentrations during an intravenous glucose tolerance test (Figure S5A–F).

**CRMP Increases Rates of Hepatic Mitochondrial Oxidation, Reduces Endogenous Glucose Production and Improves Hepatic Insulin Sensitivity in Dysmetabolic Rhesus Monkeys**

We recently developed a non-invasive tracer method to model hepatic mitochondrial metabolism in vivo. This method, referred to as Positional Isotopomer NMR Tracer Analysis (PINTA), assesses hepatic glucose production, pyruvate carboxylase flux (Vpc) and citrate synthase flux (Vcs) based on NMR and GC/MS analysis of plasma following an infusion of [3-13C] lactate and [2H7] glucose (38). Using this approach, we examined Vpc/Vcs percent contributions of pyruvate to glucose and rates of gluconeogenesis in awake, overnight fasted Rhesus monkeys before and after 6-weeks of treatment with 5 mg/(Kg-day) CRMP.

Additionally, we aimed to assess whether CRMP could produce chronic increases in hepatic mitochondrial oxidation rates (citrate synthase flux, VCS). Using this PINTA approach we found that acute CRMP treatment increased rates of VCS by 40% (Figure 2B). In contrast there were no changes in VCS 24-h following the last dose of chronic (6-weeks) CRMP treatment demonstrating that these effects are relatively short lived and not related to 6-week treatment; relative rates of VPC/VCS and VPC/VEGP were also unchanged after chronic CRMP treatment (Figure S6A–C). Consistent with this, DNP concentrations in chronically treated CRMP animals were not significantly different from vehicle controls (Figure S6D) and well below the concentration (<15 µmol/L) needed to obtain significant increases in hepatic mitochondrial oxidation (P=0.006, Figure 2B). Despite this washout effect, these acute increases in VCS (presumably occurring after each dose of CRMP over 6 weeks of treatment) were sufficient to increase hepatic insulin sensitivity and reduce EGP (Figure 3E–F).

The reduction in rates of EGP could in turn be attributed to a 20% reduction in hepatic acetyl-CoA content [as reflected by reduced rates whole-body β-hydroxybutyrate (β-OHB) turnover and plasma β-OHB concentrations (39)] and pyruvate carboxylase flux (Figure 3G–H, Figure S6E). Indeed, linear regression analysis showed a strong correlation between percent reductions in EGP, VPC, and whole-body βOHB turnover (Figure S6F–H).

**Validation of Mitochondrial Flux Measurements in Nonhuman Primates**

Data from our lab demonstrates that [3-13C] lactate can be infused at a rate that provides sufficient label to measure hepatic mitochondrial fluxes without significantly altering hepatocellular mitochondrial metabolism (38, 40, 41). Specifically, the calculation of pyruvate carboxylase flux relative to citrate synthase flux (Vpc/Vcs) relies on the assumption that pyruvate cycling, due to fluxes through pyruvate kinase (PK) and/or malic
enzyme (ME) relative to $V_{PC}$ is minimal and as such, would need to be adjusted for accordingly. While we have previously demonstrated that hepatic pyruvate cycling is relatively low in overnight fasted rodents, healthy control human subjects and insulin resistant human subjects with NAFLD (40, 42), this assumption has yet to be validated in nonhuman primates. As such, we next examined rates of hepatic mitochondrial oxidation and pyruvate cycling in a separate cohort of five dysmetabolic nonhuman primates following an infusion of [3-13C] lactate and liver biopsy (Figure 4A). We hypothesized that under fasting conditions, rates of pyruvate cycling ($V_{PK}$) would be minimal relative to rates of $V_{PC}$ flux and not significantly affect our calculations of $V_{PC}/V_{CS}$. As shown in Figure 4B–C, rates of $V_{PC}/V_{CS}$ and $V_{PC}/V_{EGP}$ were similar across the infusion study regardless of whether [13C] glucose positional enrichments were measured in the liver (L) or adjacent plasma samples (plasma 1 and 2, P1 and P2) and correlated with $V_{PC}/V_{CS}$ and $V_{PC}/V_{EGP}$ rates identified in the cohort dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys used in our efficacy study (Figure S5A–B). Furthermore, no significant differences were observed when we compared rates of $V_{PC}/V_{CS}$ and $V_{PC}/V_{EGP}$ calculated using PINTA or our previously validated ex vivo NMR method (Figure 4D–E), demonstrating the applicability of each method across species. Importantly, and as expected after an overnight fast, rates of pyruvate dehydrogenase flux ($V_{PDH}$) relative to mitochondrial oxidation ($V_{CS}$) were minimal (<6%) (Figure 4F–G). Moreover, based on our previous calculations of $V_{PC}$ (Figure 3G), rates of hepatic $V_{PK}$ flux were less than 40% that of $V_{PC}$ flux (Figure 4H–I), consistent with previous human studies. Taken together, these data suggest that in overnight fasted dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys pyruvate cycling is minimal and does not significantly impact our $V_{PC}$ and $V_{CS}$ flux estimates.

**DISCUSSION**

Over the past years our understanding of the pathogenesis of NAFLD, insulin resistance and T2D has improved, and with that new pharmacological targets have emerged. Unfortunately, the complexity of insulin resistance and the presence of multiple feedback loops make it difficult to predict consequences of a particular intervention and as such, therapeutic interventions aimed at blocking biochemical pathways involved in glucose and lipid metabolism may prove difficult in practice (19). Promoting increased hepatic cellular energy expenditure through liver-targeted mitochondrial uncoupling may hold more promise. Indeed, multiple rodent studies support the use of small molecule mitochondrial uncouplers for the treatment of metabolic syndrome, despite their turbulent history in the clinic. Specifically, several groups have now demonstrated that when treated with DNP, mice fed a high-fat diet (HFD) showed reduced body weight, improved glucose tolerance, decreased plasma insulin, and decreased plasma and liver triglyceride content compared to control mice (43, 44). Our group has shown that a liver-targeted methyl-ether derivative of DNP and a slow-release, functionally liver-targeted formulation of DNP (CRMP) can safely reverse hepatic steatosis and improve insulin sensitivity in rodent models of NAFLD/NASH, T2D and lipodystrophy (27–29). Moreover, NEN, a salt form of the FDA approved drug, niclosamide, increased energy expenditure and lipid oxidation, dramatically improved hepatic steatosis and prevented diabetes in diet-induced obese and db/db mice (45). Collectively, these studies demonstrate the beneficial effects of promoting subtle sustained
increases in hepatic mitochondrial uncoupling to promote fat oxidation and support this approach for treating hepatic steatosis, NASH, insulin resistance and T2D. However, to date no studies have investigated the effect of mitochondrial uncoupling to treat metabolic syndrome in a model that closely resembles humans.

Here, we examined the safety and efficacy of a functionally liver-targeted mitochondrial uncoupler (CRMP) on hypertriglyceridemia, hepatic steatosis and insulin resistance in two old-world nonhuman primate models of metabolic syndrome: high-fat fructose diet induced obese Cynolgmus monkeys and spontaneously obese dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys. Importantly, 6-weeks of CRMP treatment (0.8 mg/Kg b.i.d. – 5 mg/Kg q.d.; peak plasma DNP concentrations of 40 µmol/L) did not cause any toxicity, inflammation, or other deleterious on-target side effects associated with systemic mitochondrial uncoupling (i.e. hyperthermia), demonstrating the feasibility of targeting DNP to the liver to improve its therapeutic index. Markers of liver function and oxidative stress also remained unchanged throughout the course of treatment in dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys, suggesting that CRMP does not cause hepatic toxicity or promote oxidative stress in larger nonhuman primate models. Given that the 6-week no-observed-adverse-effect-level (NOAEL) of CRMP is 100 mg/kg in rodents (peak plasma concentrations of ~300 µmol/L) (28), this was not surprising, however the NOAEL of CRMP in nonhuman primates needs to be assessed in future studies.

Liver-targeted mitochondrial uncoupling has been shown to significantly reduce hypertriglyceridermia and improve hepatic steatosis in rodents by increasing fat oxidation in the liver. With this study, we confirm these findings in obese nonhuman primates. Specifically, CRMP treatment significantly increased rates of hepatic mitochondrial oxidation (citrate synthase flux, Vcs), reduced plasma and hepatic triglycerides by 30% and improved dyslipidemia. Previous studies have demonstrated that mitochondrial uncoupling reduces intracellular ATP concentrations, thereby increasing the ADP/ATP ratio and activating AMPK (46). Consequently, long term CRMP treatment may reduce circulating LDL-C by activating AMPK, phosphorylating and inhibiting HMGCR, and upregulating hepatic expression of the SREBP2-responsive gene, LDLR (47, 48). Alternatively, CRMP may activate the SREBP2 pathway by reducing hepatic acetyl-CoA content, the precursor of cholesterol biosynthesis. Indeed, here we show that 6-weeks of CRMP treatment is associated with a 20% reduction in hepatic acetyl-CoA content [as assessed by βOHB turnover (39)] in dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys. While the effect of CRMP treatment on the AMPK-ACC pathway and hepatic cholesterol synthesis remains to be determined, future studies are warranted to examine the therapeutic utility of CRMP to improve atherogenic dyslipidemia and treat cardiovascular disease.

In contrast with our rodent studies, 6-weeks of CRMP treatment did not affect fasting plasma glucose concentrations; however, plasma insulin and HOMA-IR tended to be reduced, suggesting a modest improvement in hepatic insulin sensitivity. Interestingly, a recent publication demonstrated that spontaneously obese nonhuman primates have only mild hepatic alterations in insulin signaling. Despite being classified as 'dysmetabolic', liver biopsies revealed that these monkeys had no sign of excess hepatic fat, suggesting that this non human primate model may not be ideal to examine lipid-induced insulin resistance (49). Indeed, in our cohort we observed minimal steatosis, with hepatic triglycerides only
reaching ~25 mg/g liver tissue. In contrast, more pronounced hepatic steatosis was observed in high-fat fructose fed Cynomolgus monkeys and in this model, plasma glucose concentrations tended to be reduced with 6-weeks of CRMP treatment. Moving forward, the effect of CRMP on whole-body insulin sensitivity should be assessed in diet-induced nonhuman primate models of obesity, which develop NAFLD/NASH, hepatic insulin resistance and dysglycemia more similar to humans (50).

There is great interest in understanding the potential of therapies that modulate hepatic mitochondrial fat oxidation to reverse NAFLD. However, rates of hepatic mitochondrial fat oxidation have been difficult to assess in humans and results obtained using indirect approaches have been inconclusive. Moreover, using [13C3] propionate as a metabolic tracer, Sunny et al. recently found that rates of hepatic mitochondrial oxidation and hepatic pyruvate cycling were 2–3-fold greater in subjects with NAFLD compared to control subjects (51). In contrast, our lab has shown that rates of hepatic mitochondrial oxidation are not different between NAFLD and control subjects utilizing multiple independent biophysical approaches, in vivo 13C MRS and PINTA after an infusion of [1-13C]acetate and [3-13C] lactate (38, 42), respectively. While we and others have previously attributed these discrepancies to propionate-mediated disturbances in hepatic metabolism and/or pancreatic islet cell function (40, 52) the utility of our PINTA method to non-invasively assess rates of mitochondrial metabolism across species remained to be determined. In this study, we directly assessed rates of hepatic mitochondrial VPC flux and VCS flux using [3-13C] lactate in nonhuman primates for the first time. Importantly, in contrast to the results of Sunny et al. (51), we found that under fasting conditions, rates of hepatic pyruvate cycling (VPK) were minimal relative to rates of VPC flux and therefore do not significantly impact our calculations of VPC/VCS. Moreover, ratios of VPC/VCS were similar compared to previous studies conducted in humans and rodents, providing additional in vivo validation to the PINTA method.

Several limitations of our study require further discussion. We have previously demonstrated that CRMP is liver-targeted by first-pass metabolism in rodent models of obesity, NAFLD/NASH and T2D (28, 53), however the tissue distribution of DNP (active moiety of CRMP) was not measured in the current study. Given the on-target systemic toxicities of DNP (25), future studies using labeled CRMP and whole-body PET-MRI imaging should be conducted in nonhuman primates to assess whether DNP accumulates in the brain and/or heart before moving to Phase I clinical trials. Along these lines, long-term safety and efficacy studies with telemetry should also be conducted in nonhuman primates treated with CRMP. Another limitation is that the cohort of dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys used in this study displayed little-to-no hepatic inflammation and/or fibrosis, which prevented us from assessing the effect of CRMP on NASH reversal. Previous studies have shown that CRMP can reduce inflammation and fibrosis in rodent models of NASH (28); therefore, studies examining the effect of CRMP to reverse hepatic fibrosis, inflammation, and/or stellate cell activation in nonhuman primates will be of great interest.

Despite these limitations, this study demonstrates that CRMP safely and effectively improves dyslipidemia and hepatic steatosis in two nonhuman primate models of metabolic syndrome, providing important proof-of-concept data for the development of novel liver-
targeted mitochondrial uncoupling agents for the treatment of NAFLD/NASH and T2D and laying the groundwork for future nonhuman primate studies with liver-targeted mitochondrial uncouplers.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study Design.**

The objectives of this study were to evaluate the safety and efficacy of CRMP treatment on hepatic mitochondrial oxidation and the reversal of hypertriglyceridemia, NAFLD and insulin resistance in dysmetabolic nonhuman primates. In one set of experiments, male Cynomolgus monkeys were fed a high fat diet (TAD 5L0P, TestDiet), along with fructose supplementation (in which 35% of calories were from fat) for 1 year. Animals were verified to be insulin-resistant and obese (body composition > 30% fat) for at least 12 months. Following a baseline characterization, monkeys were given 0.8 mg/Kg body weight CRMP (b.i.d) in ~1 tsp banana mash for 6 weeks. In another set of experiments, spontaneously obese, dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys were fed a low fat, high complex carbohydrate diet (Labdiet 5037, Jumbo Monkey Diet) and randomized into two treatment groups: 5 mg/Kg-day CRMP or vehicle control (~ 1 tsp banana mash) for 6 weeks. The primary statistical outcome for this project was a reduction in hepatic triglyceride content assessed by liver biopsy before (baseline) and after 6 weeks of daily CRMP. We also calculated that there would be sufficient power to assess the following secondary outcomes: hepatic citrate synthase (CS) flux, ketogenesis and hepatic insulin sensitivity. Sample size was estimated to detect a difference in hepatic triglyceride content after 6-weeks of CRMP treatment and vehicle control based on the following assumptions: 1) type I error of 0.05; 2) 90% power; 3) a coefficient of variation of 40% for hepatic triglyceride content; and 4) an effect size of 1.00 (i.e. 27% of the expected mean of 3.66 prior to intervention). The n for individual experiments is indicated in the figure legends.

The following inclusion/exclusion criteria was used to enroll dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys in the study:

- **Inclusion criteria:** Nonhuman primates were 9–27 years of age at the pre-study (screening) evaluation; male or female gender; judged to be dysmetabolic on metabolic history and physical examination, specifically fulfilling at least 4 out of 7 metabolic parameters, which have previously been shown to correlate with increased NAFLD/NASH in dysmetabolic nonhuman primates (total fat > 20%, waist circumference > 44 cm, fasting plasma glucose > 85 mg/dL, plasma TAGs > 150 mg/dL, ALT >40 U/L males; >31 females, AST >37 U/L males; >31 females, H/R Ratio >1.4) (54).

- **Exclusion criteria:** Nonhuman primates had a history of previous surgeries that might confound the results of the study or pose additional risk to the nonhuman primate by their participation in the study; had anemia, leukocytosis, thrombocytopenia, elevated liver and kidney values, and electrolyte disturbances; had history of pharmaceutical treatment within the past 3 months; or had a history of clinically significant endocrine, gastrointestinal, cardiovascular,
hematological, hepatic, immunological, renal, respiratory, or genitourinary abnormalities or diseases.

While procedures were put in place to remove nonhuman primates from the study if an adverse event occurred (i.e. behavior deviated from normal [lethargy, discomfort, GI symptoms, reduced food intake], no monkeys had to be removed and no outliers were excluded. Blinding was performed during data collection and analysis. For each experiment, sample size reflects the number of independent biological replicates.

Rhesus Macaque Studies.

Spontaneously obese, dysmetabolic Rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta, 9–27 years of age) of both sexes were singly housed at Crown Bioscience Louisiana Center (CBLA) under a 12 h light/dark cycle (6pm-6am) as previously described (49). Throughout the course of the study, monkeys were given ad lib access to water and food (Labdiet 5037, Jumbo Monkey Diet). In addition, each animal was given a variety of food treats (seasonal fruits and vegetables) 3 times a week. Unless otherwise specified, all studies were conducted in awake, chair-trained monkeys. For the dose escalation study, 2 dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys were enrolled and given 1, 5, 10, and 25 mg/Kg CRMP in banana mash every 3 days for a period of 16 days. Blood was taken at 0 (pre-dose), 2, 4, 8, 12, and 24 h after each dose and immediately processed to plasma for subsequent analyses. For the efficacy study, 18 dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys were enrolled and randomized into 2 treatment groups: vehicle (n = 6) and CRMP (n = 12). During the course of the study, animals received a voluntary, oral dose of 5 mg/Kg-day CRMP or vehicle control (banana mash). For the acute CRMP PINTA studies, 10 out of the 18 nonhuman primates used in the efficacy study were enrolled. For the PINTA validation studies, 5 nonhuman primates were enrolled (2 from the efficacy study plus an additional 3 dysmetabolic nonhuman primates).

The individual characteristics of the Rhesus monkeys utilized in each study are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRMP Dose Escalation Study</th>
<th>Animal ID</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Body Weight (Kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M632</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M254</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRMP Efficacy Study</th>
<th>Animal ID</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Body Weight (Kg)</th>
<th>Treatment Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M956</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13.74</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75P</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10.38</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35S</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10.68</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CRMP Efficacy Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal ID</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Body Weight (Kg)</th>
<th>Treatment Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M767</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>031</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>CRMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12K</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>CRMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M619</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>CRMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>CRMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98L</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10.08</td>
<td>CRMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC94</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9.40</td>
<td>CRMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AH78</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11.74</td>
<td>CRMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL33</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>CRMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M254</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7.52</td>
<td>CRMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M632</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13.30</td>
<td>CRMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M741</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16.93</td>
<td>CRMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68K</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>CRMP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Acute CRMP Treatment Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal ID</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Body Weight (Kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>031</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M649</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90J</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M741</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98L</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL33</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M632</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M956</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75P</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M787</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PINTA Validation Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal ID</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Body Weight (Kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AH78</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33720</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68K</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37682</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at University of Louisiana at Lafayette and guidelines set forth in the National Institutes of
Cynomolgus Macaque Studies.

Male Cynomolgus macaques (*Macaca fascicularis*) were maintained on a high-fat diet (HFD; TestDiet 5L0P, Purina) with fructose supplementation (35% of calories were from fat) for more than 1 year by the Obese Resource at ONPRC and singly housed. For the efficacy study, 6 obese, insulin resistant Cynomolgus monkeys were enrolled and given 0.8 mg/Kg CRMP (b.i.d) in ~1 tsp banana mash for 6 weeks. The individual characteristics of the Cynomolgus monkeys utilized in each study are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRMP Efficacy Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animal ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All animal procedures were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the Oregon National Primate Research Center. No animals were sacrificed or euthanized during the course of this study.

Liver Tissue Biopsy.

Liver biopsies were obtained from dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys at baseline, after 6 weeks of treatment with 5 mg/Kg CRMP (*n* = 12) or vehicle control (*n* = 6) and in a separate cohort of nonhuman primates used to validate PINTA for the assessment of hepatic mitochondrial metabolism. Briefly, overnight fasted (16 h) animals were sedated with ketamine (10 mg/Kg) and anesthetized with propofol and isoflurane prior to the initiation of the surgical procedure. A small midline abdominal incision was made and a piece of liver (~1 g) was excised using the guillotine method; livers were immediately flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Before, during and after the surgery vital signs were monitored and checked to ensure they were within normal limits. All nonhuman primates were given at least 4 weeks rest before any other procedures were conducted. Liver biopsies (~50 mg) were obtained from high-fat fructose-fed Cynomolgus monkeys at baseline and after 6 weeks of treatment with CRMP (0.8 mg/Kg b.i.d) under isoflurane anesthesia per ONPRC standard operating procedures.

Body Fat Composition.

Total body and fat trunk composition were assessed in anesthetized nonhuman primates by a Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DEXA) as previously described (54, 55). Lunar Encore software (v13.6) was used to calculate fat, bone and other mass for different regions of the body.
Glucose Tolerance Tests.
Intravenous glucose tolerance tests were conducted in Rhesus monkeys as previously described (56). Briefly, after an overnight fast (16 h), animals were sedated with an intramuscular dose of 10 mg/Kg ketamine and given a bolus of 50% dextrose (250 mg/Kg) over 30 s through an intravenous cannula. Blood was then obtained through a separate intravenous cannula at 0 (pre-infusion), 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20 and 30-minutes post-infusion and centrifuged immediately. Plasma glucose and insulin concentrations were measured as previously described (56).

CRMP PK and Plasma DNP Measurements.
For the Rhesus CRMP dose escalation study and on the first (D1) and last day (D42) of dosing during the Rhesus efficacy study, blood samples were drawn from nonhuman primates at 0 (pre-dose), 2, 4, 8, 12 and 24 h after CRMP administration to measure DNP concentrations. For the Cynomolgus monkey CRMP PK study, unsedated blood samples were drawn at 0 (pre-dose 1), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 (pre-dose 2), 10, 11, 24 (pre-dose 3), 25, 28, 30, 32 and 48 h after CRMP administration. Blood samples were immediately centrifuged and plasma was stored at −80°C. DNP concentrations were measured in the plasma by LC/MS-MS as previously described (28).

Clinical Chemistry, CBC and Observations.
Blood pressure, heart rate and core body temperature were collected continuously throughout the Cynomolgus monkey study with implanted telemetry units (TSE Stellar Telemetry) and data was analyzed via Notocord software. Unsedated blood samples were collected biweekly in overnight fasted Cynomolgus monkeys and immediately processed to plasma for assessment of glucose, triglycerides, total cholesterol, LDL-C, HDL-C, ALT, AST, BUN, and creatinine by COBAS as previously described (28). At Day 1, 14, 28 and 42 overnight fasted (16 h) dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys were chaired, weighed and bled for specific metabolic parameters (CBC/clinical chemistry) as previously described (49).

Hepatic sensitivity index was calculated using the following equation (Eq. 1):

$$Hepatic\ sensitivity\ index = \frac{1}{(FPI*EGP)} \quad (1)$$

where,

$$FPI = fasting\ plasma\ insulin(\mu U/ml) \quad (2)$$

and

$$EGP = endogenous\ glucose\ production\left(\frac{mg}{kg \cdot min}\right) \quad (3)$$

Hepatic Mitochondrial Flux Modeling.
Mitochondrial fluxes were measured in overnight (16 h) fasted Rhesus monkeys during baseline and after 6 weeks of CRMP treatment (5 mg/Kg-day) and in a separate cohort of
monkeys 1 h post-CRMP (5 mg/Kg, p.o.) administration. Briefly, awake, chair-trained animals received a constant intravenous infusion of \([3-^{13}C]\) lactate (10 µmol/[Kg-min], 99% APE), \([2H_7]\) glucose (0.1 mg/[Kg-min] 99% APE), and \([^{13}C_2]\) \(\beta\)-hydroxybutyrate (\(\beta\)-OHB) (0.01 mg/[Kg-min]). Blood was drawn at −20, −10, 140, 150, 160, 170 and 180 min and processed to plasma for subsequent analysis. Whole-body \(\beta\)-OHB turnover and glucose turnover (endogenous glucose production, EGP) were calculated as previously described (57). Relative rates of \(V_{PC/V_{CS}}\) and \(V_{PC/V_{EGP}}\) were determined by PINTA as previously described (17, 38) with minor modifications to correct for the possible contribution of \([^{13}C]\) bicarbonate to label the TCA cycle as follows. Liver \([^{13}C]\) bicarbonate enrichment was measured by GC-MS (HP-1 column: 12m × 0.2mm × 0.33 µm film, isothermal: 110 °C). Plasma (100 µl) or liver tissue (~25 µg) was placed in a GC-MS vial, purged with N2 gas, and sealed. To each sample, a saturated aqueous solution of citric acid (50 µl) was injected into the vial through the cap. After ten minutes, CO2 was sampled from the head-space and monitoring ions with m/z 44 and 45 daltons using electron impact ionization.

The fractional enrichment of glucose from \(^{13}CO_2\) can be increased from PC synthesis of \([4-^{13}C]\)OAA from \(^{13}CO_2\) and pyruvate. The labeling of glucose from 13-bicarbonate is dependent upon the relative flux of pyruvate to OAA with equilibration with fumarate and formation of PEP vs. flux of pyruvate to OAA to citrate (i.e. \(V_{PC/V_{CS}}\)). Only \([1-^{13}C]\)OAA (from the equilibration of \([4-^{13}C]\)OAA with fumarate) converted directly to PEP will label glucose (C3 and C4), since all \(^{13}CO_2\) of \([4-^{13}C]\)OAA is lost with flux through the TCA cycle. Hence, the correction of \(^{13}CO_2\) follows from:

1. \(^{13}CO_2\) will label C4 of OAA to give \([4-^{13}C]\)OAA.
2. \([4-^{13}C]\)OAA randomizes to \([1-^{13}C]\)OAA and \([4-^{13}C]\)OAA. Enrichment in each position is 1/2 of the original \([^{13}CO_2]\) enrichment.
3. \([1-^{13}C]\)OAA \(\rightarrow\) \([1–^{13}C]\)PEP: Label of \([4-^{13}C]\)OAA is lost in OAA \(\rightarrow\) PEP.
4. \([1-^{13}C]\)PEP \(\rightarrow\) \([3-^{13}C]\) glucose and \([4-^{13}C]\) glucose
5. \(^{13}C\) of \([4-^{13}C]\)OAA and \([1-^{13}C]\)OAA is lost as \(^{13}CO_2\) with CS flux to \(^{13}C\)-citrate and first turn of the TCA cycle.
6. Therefore, the correction for \(^{13}CO_2\) is \(2\times[4-^{13}C]\) glucose \(\times\) \(^{13}CO_2\) \(\times\) 1/2 \(\times\) CF, where \(^{13}CO_2\) is the liver \(^{13}C\)-bicarbonate enrichment, and CF = \((V_{PC} + V_{CS})/V_{PC}\).
7. \(V_{PC/V_{CS}}\) corrected for \(^{13}CO_2\) was determined iteratively.

In a separate set of experiments, lightly anesthetized, overnight (16 h) fasted Rhesus monkeys (n = 5) received a constant intravenous infusion of \([3-^{13}C]\) lactate (10 µmol/[Kg-min]) for 190 minutes. Blood was collected at −20, −10, 140, 150, 160, and 190 minutes and processed to plasma for subsequent analysis; liver tissue (~1 g) was obtained by laparoscopic surgery during the infusion and immediately snap-frozen at −80°C. Relative rates of hepatic and plasma \(V_{pc/V_{cs}}\) and \(V_{pe/V_{egp}}\) were determined by PINTA and \(ex vivo\) NMR as previously described (28). Relative rates of \(V_{pk/V_{pc}}\), \(V_{pdh}\), and \(V_{pdh}\) were calculated as previously described (40, 42). Pyruvate dehydrogenase flux (\(V_{pdh}\)) was calculated using the following equation (Eq. 4):
where, \( V_{\text{CS}} \) is the mean \( V_{\text{CS}} \) from the baseline nonhuman primate studies calculated in Figure S6C. Pyruvate kinase flux was calculated using the following equation (Eq. 5):

\[
V_{\text{PK}} = \frac{V_{\text{PK}}}{V_{\text{PDH}}} \ast (V_{\text{PC}} + V_{\text{PDH}})
\]

where, \( V_{\text{PC}} \) is the mean \( V_{\text{PC}} \) from the baseline nonhuman primate studies calculated in Figure 3G and \( V_{\text{PDH}} \) denotes pyruvate dehydrogenase flux calculated using Eq. 5.

**Hepatic Lipid Measurements.**

Liver triglycerides were extracted by the method of Bligh and Dyer in overnight fasted nonhuman primates and quantified using the Sekisui Triglyceride-SL Kit (Sekisui) as previously described (10).

**Oxidative Stress Measurements.**

Protein carbonylation was determined in the livers (~50 mg) of dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys at baseline and after 6 weeks of CRMP treatment using the Protein Carbonyl Colorimetric Assay Kit (Cayman Chemical) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The hepatic ratio of GSH/GSSH was determined by LC-MS/MS as previously described (58).

**Statistics.**

All data are expressed as mean ± SD. Statistical differences were measured using an unpaired or paired two-sided Student’s \( t \)-test and one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons when appropriate. A value of \( P < 0.05 \) was considered statistically significant. Data analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism software Version 7 (Graphpad, San Diego, CA).

**Supplementary Material**

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1: CRMP Reduces Hepatic Triglycerides in High-Fat Fructose-Fed Cynomolgus Monkeys.

(A) Experimental outline of CRMP treatment in Cynomolgus monkeys. (B-L) Body weight (B), fasting plasma glucose (FPG) (C), endogenous glucose production (EGP) (D), plasma triglycerides (E), total cholesterol (TC) (F), LDL-C (G), HDL-C (H), ALT (I), AST (J), BUN (K), creatinine (L) and hepatic triglyceride content (M) in high-fat fructose fed cynomolgus monkeys before (pre-CRMP) and after CRMP (0.8 mpk b.i.d.) treatment for 6 weeks (post-CRMP). Data are mean ±SD. In panels (B-L), n = 6 per treatment group. In panel (L), n = 4 per treatment group. *P ≤ 0.05 by paired student’s t-test (baseline vs. treatment).
Figure 2: CRMP Treatment Significantly Reduces Plasma Triglycerides, VLDL-C and LDL-C in Dysmetabolic Rhesus Monkeys.

(A) Experimental outline of CRMP efficacy study in dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys. (B) Citrate synthase flux ($V_{CS}$) in dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys after acute treatment with 5 mg/Kg CRMP ($n = 10$) or vehicle control ($n = 6$). $^*P \leq 0.05$ by unpaired student’s t-test. (C-N) Body weight (C), total fat mass (D) total lean mass (E), fasting plasma triglycerides (F), total cholesterol (TC) (G), VLDL-C (H), LDL-C (I), HDL-C (J), AST (K), ALT (L), BUN (M) and creatinine (N) in dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys before (baseline) and after treatment with 5 mg/Kg CRMP ($n = 12$) or vehicle control ($n = 6$) for 6 weeks (treatment). $^*P \leq 0.05$ by paired student’s t-test (baseline vs. treatment). In panels (B-N), data are mean ±SD.
Figure 3: CRMP Treatment Significantly Reduces Hepatic Triglycerides and Endogenous Glucose Production in Dysmetabolic Rhesus Monkeys.

Hepatic triglycerides (A), fasting plasma glucose (FPG) (B), insulin (C), HOMA-IR (D), endogenous glucose production (EGP) (E), hepatic sensitivity index (F), pyruvate carboxylase flux (Vpc) (G), and βOHB turnover (H) in dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys before (baseline) and after treatment with 5 mg/Kg CRMP (n=12) or vehicle control (n = 6) for 6 weeks (treatment). *P ≤ 0.05 by paired student’s t-test (baseline vs. treatment). In all panels, data are mean ±SD.
Figure 4: Validation of PINTA to Assess Mitochondrial Metabolism in Nonhuman Primates.

(A) Experimental outline of [3-13C] lactate infusion in dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys (n = 5). (B-C) V_{PC}/V_{CS} (B) and V_{PC}/V_{EGP} in the plasma (P1 and P2) and livers of dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys infused with 10 µmol/(Kg-min) [3-13C] lactate for 190 minutes as assessed by PINTA. (D-E) V_{PC}/V_{CS} (D) and V_{PC}/V_{EGP} (E) in the livers of dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys infused with 10 µmol/(Kg-min) [3-13C] lactate for 190 minutes as assessed by ex vivo NMR (black bars) and PINTA (grey bars). (F-I) V_{PDH}/V_{CS} (F), V_{PDH} (G), V_{PK}/V_{PC+VPDH} (H), V_{PK} (I) in the livers of dysmetabolic Rhesus monkeys infused with 10 µmol/(Kg-min) [3-13C] lactate for 190 minutes. In panels (B-I), data are mean ±SD.